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Abstract—Power electronics is the application of semiconductor devices for control and

conversion of electrical energy. Such power converters play a vital role in power systems

and can be found in any application that needs to modify one form of electrical energy

such as; renewable energy integration, power transmission and power distribution. This

talk discusses future trends in power electronics in modern 21st century power systems.

Energy saving is one of the important issues in today world. It has been estimated that with

the widespread use of efficient and cost-effective power electronics technology, the world

could see a 35% reduction in energy consumption. To integrate and optimize the power

electronic converters for specific applications is necessary to further increase efficiency and

reduce volume and cost. These concepts will be discussed in detail using ongoing research

projects at Rockwell Automation and Ryerson University as examples. It will focus on

the structure of high power converters in industrial motor drives and renewable energy

integration. The challenges will be reviewed and the new power converters that have

significant potential for commercialization will be discussed.
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